SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY. SAVE LIVES.
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1) Have you previously considered using drones in your
organisation?
a. We use them all the time already
b. We do use fairly regularly, but there’s probably a lot
more that we could do with them
c. We’ve used them once or twice
d. Never even considered it

2)

How often does your organisation work at any
height?
a. All the time
b. Very regularly
c. Occasionally
d. Not at all

OVERVIEW
Not so long ago, when drones first started to appear in parks, many
people thought they were simply a toy to be purchased excitedly and
then left in the garage after half a dozen uses. They began to be
integrated into the workplace by some forward-thinking businesses 6 or
7 years ago and as the technology has improved and the regulatory
framework has matured, it’s not uncommon to see them being used in
construction.

But they are by no means as ubiquitous as they should be yet. According
to a PwC survey carried out in 2019, only 40% of businesses expected to
be using drones in the near future and only 33% said that they are being
used effectively in their industry. This is for 3 main reasons - firstly,
there’s a lack of understanding as to the benefits of using drones (I’ll
discuss these benefits later, but in a nutshell, they’re often cheaper,
quicker and safer than many current methods). Secondly, there’s a lack
of education as to the regulations and training involved. Thirdly, there’s a
lack of knowledge of what credible drone services providers in the
market (there are a few, including us, obviously…).
A different PwC report carried out in 2018 estimated that the drones
industry would add £42billion to UK GDP by 2030 – that’s a whopping 2%
of total UK GDP, £8.6billion of which would be in the construction sector.

HSE GUIDANCE
A quick look at the HSE’s Working at Height guidance reveals the following:“Before working at height work through these simple steps:
•

avoid work at height where it's reasonably practicable to do so”

So, the first thing anyone considering working at height should be doing is
avoiding working at height where possible. For the vast majority of routine
inspections, this is made possible by the use of drones. Fly a drone to the area
you want to look at, take some high quality photos and video, inspect. This
can be carried out on almost any kind of infrastructure you can think of,
quickly, easily and safely. It may not be long before the HSE incorporate this
thinking into their inspections, either recommending or even mandating the
use of a drone over scaffolding, cherry pickers or MEWPs. Why? Because
working at height is still the UK’s biggest workplace killer, claiming the lives of
40 people in 2018/19 alone. To date, drones haven’t hurt anyone. So
employers should be making drone use business as usual for any work where
things need to be looked at.

HOW DRONES CAN SUPPORT SAFE WORKING AT
HEIGHT
The use of drones for any inspection that doesn’t require physical
interaction can enable organisations to manage working at height
at much reduced risk. Incorporating them into business as usual
would do much to keep many feet on the ground.
On average, a site visit from a drones services supplier would cost
around £300-£500+VAT depending on how long the inspection
takes. MEWP/Cherry Picker hire would be far more than that and
may not be practical in all cases dependent on the ground
conditions – it can also take longer to get into position to carry
out the inspection. The same is true for scaffolding, which can be
extremely costly and disruptive, with long waiting times while it is
erected and then disassembled. A drone can be in and out,
carrying out the task in minutes.

A recent case study we carried out with a housing association for
a routine roof inspection saved them £8,500 on scaffolding costs,
lessened the disruption for the resident and revealed other
problems that would have also cost more to fix in the medium
term. A true win-win.

TYPICAL USE CASES
Before work commences
• The drones can carry out topography survey to
measure cut and fill, spot manhole covers and
other features. This can be done via the
creation of an orthomosaic (a collection of high
quality photographs that can be inspected in
detail) and a 3D model which can output a
range of file types familiar to surveyors.
• A pre-work conditions survey can also be
carried out – often by video or photos mapping
the entire site, showing the state of it prior to
work commencing. This is especially useful in
pre-existing sites where they may be client
disputes if, for example, a lamp post is
damaged.

-

During build
o Any routine inspection where nothing needs to be fixed or touched
can be carried out by drone. Even if scaffolding is already erected, it
would be ultimately safer to carry out this work from the ground (as
previously outlined). Zoom cameras can hone in on specific areas
for a more close-up view (Drone Evolution regularly inspect with
30x optical zoom cameras).
o Many clients enjoy having drone footage and photos on a regular
basis as they can see progress very quickly. Missions can be fixed,
meaning that photos can be taken from the same spot, every time,
providing a time lapse effect.
o The drone can create a “digital twin” using 3D modelling which can
be compared to plans and updated regularly to create a 4D model.
o Drones are very good at carrying out Health and Safety dip checks –
fly the drone unannounced over the site and you’ll soon spot who’s
not got the proper PPE, who’s not social distancing and so on.
o The drone can assess volume of earthworks stockpiles. By carrying
out a photogrammetry flight, the software can assess volumes
which can be matched against the invoices removal companies are
sending to a builder.
o Some drone software has an “overlay” feature, where plans can be
matched to reality prior to sections of work being carried out. In the
US, a large building firm carried out such a flight prior to a concrete
pour – this identified a layout error. That one flight saved them
between $10,000 and $12,000.

-

-

Fit-Out
o Prior to final handover, the drone can carry out a
conditions survey to avoid and/or resolve future
disputes
o It’s great marketing – the drone footage always
looks great and can be extensively used on social
media, just as progress videos and photos can.
o 3D Internal scans can also be used effectively for
this purpose
Post-Completion
o Once the build is complete, drone surveys can
form the basis of many facilities management
inspections such as for
▪ Roof inspections
▪ Gas flue inspections
▪ Air conditioning unit inspections
▪ Pest control (birds and netting)

REGULATIONS
Drone use is regulated by the Civil Aviation Authority in the
same manner as commercial aircraft. Anyone flying a drone
commercially (being paid by a company or as a contractor) has
to have Permission for Commercial Operation (PfCO) which
involves being trained, having the requisite insurance, a RAMS, a
list of the drones in use and more besides.
Registered CAA PfCO holders are expected to keep records of
flight logs and maintenance and can be inspected at any time.
All flights have to be planned carefully. This ensures that safety
and proper use is adhered to.
We have come across occasions where people have said to us
“My mate’s got a drone” – great, but any insurance would be
invalid and remunerative flights would be illegal without a PfCO.
Training quality can vary wildly – beware courses offering drone
pilot training online with no flight test. Imagine giving a driving
licence to someone who’d only passed their theory.

CASE STUDY 1
A food manufacturer has been sentenced after two workers were
seriously injured when they fell over four metres through a roof light.
Leeds Magistrates’ Court was told how, on 13 April 2016, the two employees of Karro Foods Ltd
were investigating a leak from the roof a the Malton site, which the workers did not realise
contained several roof lights. The workers were walking closely together and both stood on the
same roof light which consequently fell through due to the weight.

One worker suffered four fractured ribs, a punctured lung, and muscular contusions to his outer
right thigh. The other suffered a fractured skull, muscular injuries to his right leg and injuries
inside his ear which cause ongoing problems with his balance, memory and mental health.
The HSE’s investigation found the roof was made of asbestos cement and had several rooflights
situated along it but they were not visible due to the build-up of moss and dirt which had
accumulated over the years. Employees had also not been made aware of them.

THIS INCIDENT WOULD HAVE
BEEN PREVENTED IF A DRONE
SURVEY HAD TAKEN PLACE

Karro Foods Ltd of Hugden Way, Norton Grove Industrial Estate, Malton, Yorkshire pleaded guilty
to breaching Section 2 (1) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. The company was fined
£1,866,000 and ordered to pay costs of £8,019.
After the hearing, HSE inspector Mark Slater commented: “This was a wholly avoidable incident,
caused by the failure of the company to provide adequate controls against the risks arising from
working at height.
“Consideration of roof fragility and rooflights, visible or not, should be made, especially on older
buildings.”

Source: https://www.shponline.co.uk/in-court/fall-from-height-results-in-1-8m-fine/#:~:text=Barbour%20download%3A%20Guide%20to%20working%20at%20height&text=guide%20from%20Barbour,Fall%20from%20height%20results%20in%20%C2%A31.8m%20fine%20for,metres%20through%20a%20roof%20light.

CASE STUDY 2
-

We overflew a pub which was being extended into a small
hotel.

-

The roof was being fitted and the client wanted some shots
to see the work in progress.

-

We spoke to the client a month later who told us that they
couldn’t use the footage for marketing because their roofing
subcontractor had not put any crash pads underneath the
roof space.

-

Mitigations were put into place and a day later, a worker fell
from the roof and landed safely on the crash pads. Without
the drone footage, a much more serious incident would
have occurred.

CASE STUDY 3
-

We fly over a site every month for client update purposes

-

It’s a large project which includes the laying of a 4G pitch
and a new sports hall

-

There are many sub-contractors involved

-

This has led the project manager to spot several health and
safety breaches:-

Lack of social distancing

-

Use of mobile phones

-

Lack of eyewear

-

New doors propped up against walls

Q&A

3) Now that you have heard this presentation, how
likely are you to use drones in your organisation more
than you do now
a. I definitely will, can I have your number? (Yes, you
can)
b. Somewhat likely
c. We use them already
d. No, not for me, thanks
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